
Not only is the Universe stranger than we imagine, it is stranger than we
can imagine.

- Sir Arthur Eddington

Humanity is acquiring all the right technology for all the wrong reasons.
- R. Buckminster Fuller



• Introductions (Tim, Gordon, Rand, class)

• Syllabus 

• You will need your own personal calculator for quizzes. Needs to be 
able to calculate ex and ln x (�scientific� calculator). �Graphing�
calculator not necessary. Smartphone apps not allowed.



The objects in our world are made of �substances� with different properties
- gases, liquids, solids
- clear, colored, soft, hard, stiff, flexible, acidic, basic, viscous

Substances undergo transformations
- phase changes
- chemical reactions
- mixing of substances



Before about 1700, the predominant view was that substances were mixtures of
four �elements�: earth, air, fire, and water

Properties of substances were explained by postulating different amounts of 
each element in that substance

Transformations were explained by elements entering or leaving the
substance



After about 1700 the idea of �atoms� gained ground, becoming the accepted 
theory of chemistry around 1850

The word �atom� comes from Greek �a� – �tome�, roughly �can�t cut� or 
indivisible

Key observation were:
• �the law of definite proportions� i.e., substances contained fixed, integer 

proportions of the different elements, e.g., H2O
• Shapes of crystals
• Brownian motion



Modern instruments can visualize individual atoms (even though
they are too small to be seen).

Scanning tunneling microscope image



Many more elements than four! (though many not yet discovered by 1850)

Periodic arrangement also not yet known (Mendeleev, 1870)



Modern Periodic Table



Cutting the uncuttable: sub-atomic particles

The electron: e-, negatively charged, very small mass (1/2000 of proton mass)

The proton, p+, positively charged

The neutron, n0, no charge, about same mass as proton

(Protons and neutrons sometimes referred to collectively as nucleons)

The �stars� of our show



Cartoon picture of an atom:



Charge is quantized – only integer 
multiples of charge of electron (or 
proton) 

Charge is conserved – in any reaction, the 
total charge must not change

The electric force is proportional to the 
product of the charges and inversely 
proportional to the square of the 
distance apart

Like charges repel, unlike charges attract
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Electric force: 
- protons in nucleus attract electrons
- protons in nucleus repel each other

Strong force:
- always attractive
- only acts between nucleons, not
electrons

- nucleons must be �touching�

Note: 
- virtually all the mass is in the nucleus
- mass approximately integer number of proton (or neutron) masses
- equal number of protons and electrons



What element is this?

Number of protons = number of electrons = 6

Look up 6th element – carbon - C



In general, the number of protons (or electrons) determines which element
it is (hence, its chemical properties). This is also called the atomic number.

The number of protons (or electrons) is often symbolized by Z. So, for
example, for carbon, Z = 6. For gold (Au), Z = 79 



But complete specification requires knowing number of neutrons as well

Number of neutrons (N) = 6

Customarily, don�t usually specify
N. Instead, specify the total number
of nucleons: A = Z + N. This is also
called the mass number. Here,
A = 12.

Symbolically:

Alternatively, carbon-12

Note: Chemists can generally omit
both the atomic number and the
mass number since it doesn�t
effect the chemistry (much).

C126



Another example:

Z = 

Element?

N = 

A = 

Symbol?


